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Curiosity, wonder and focus go a long ways in
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nature.
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Could creating habitat be your
act of hope, your gift to the
future, your little bit of defiance?
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From where I stand, curiosity,
wonder and focus go a long way to
help us give a damn about nature.

SEEDING HOPE
a thirty day challenge

deliberately cultivating
awareness

the art of habitat series #1 merry cox



This is
your daily
act of
showing up,
taking notice
notebook. “Clearly see what exists. Landscape

cannot just be entertainment or raw 
materials. Participate in the quiet

natural moments, make connections.
No portion of an ecosystem

can function apart from the main.
Simply, nothing exists disconnected.”

john nichols

Your daily
attention will
teach you to see,
to remember,
to discover,
to become present.



I didn’t set out to change the way I think. But I did take a 
chair and sit in the landscape for twenty silent minutes, eyes 
closed, to absorb and sense what happened around me. To 
smell, listen, feel.

I didn’t set out to answer the question, “Why not have a
sustainable future?” But “hell yes,” let’s have a sustainable 
future.



I didn’t set out to give nature a home,
but I did want to discover how things are connected, what is the
secret to resilience, how interdependent nature.

I didn’t set out to try and explain why creating and preserving
habitat should matter to every single person on the face of the
earth. But I want to try.

But first we have to learn to pay attention.
I want to offer us hope in challenging the major issue of habitat loss.



Challenge yourself:

30 days of paying attention

Here’s how:

Slow down

Capture the essence of your place

Savor what is there

Tune in: listen, feel, smell, taste, observe

Pay attention to your connection to

the land, to water, to sky, to wildlife.

Pay attention to how you are affected

by the weather, by the hopefulness

of spring

Gardening connects us to the earth,

the place we live, the planet that we depend

on for our survival.

Let’s get started: What is important? Take notes on

what you see and how you feel about what is

happening around you. What stands out about your

everyday life set against the bigger picture of the world?



Remember:
Nature is an extraordinary designer.

Nature runs on sunlight.

Nature uses only the energy it needs.

Nature fits form to function.

Nature recycles everything.

Nature rewards coopertation.

Nature banks on diversity.

Nature curbs excesses from within.

Nature taps the power of limits.
J. Benjus



Here are some things to nuture your curiosity...

• Where is solar south?

• Points of sunrise, sunset

• Areas of sun shade throughout the day

• Wind: direction, intensity and the changes it makes over the 

year, barriers and lees

• Temperature: highs, lows, first, last and sporadic frosts
• Precipitation: amounts, when and where

• Micro-climates: cooler, hotter, wetter, windier, more snow

accumulation



• Soils: drainage, texture, depleted, rich, organic materials,

depth, pH

• Water: creeks, gullies, water movement during storms, flood 
zones, well, city water, irrigation, catchment potential, stormwater 

runoff

• Rock out-croppings: views, existing vegetation

• Animals: native, introduced, pests, paths and corridors they use

• Relationships and connectedness: What is growing next to 

what? Is it native or planted gone wild?

• What vegetation is near water sources, downspouts, leaks, 

seeps?



Now it is your turn to take notice, collect your ideas,
capture the essence of your place, expand your thoughts,
savor the stillness of your landscape, cultivate awareness.

This is your day 1.

Ever Wonder... 1.





Go outside. Be still. Just be. Stop.
 2.





Look. Listen. Be in nature.
 3.





You may be graced with

the presence of a bird 4.





You may get a brief opportunity, just enough

to view its colors before it flies, to hear its

song before it leaves.

 5.





Ever wonder: why is that bird here and not there?

 6.





What does it eat? 7.





exercise #1     It is time to get curious.

Go outside, walk around.

Where do things collect?
Ice, leaves, water, seeds,
birds, plants, bugs.

Can you see a reason for
them to have collected there?

What plants are growing
next to each other?

What gathers near these plants?
What gathers near the water?





How can you tell if it is

cold out without feeling it? 8.





How does it find its way back

to this place year after year? 9.





Where do birds sleep? 10.





Why are bird’s nests all so different?

 11.





How do birds survive at 20 below zero?

 12.





exercise #2         exploring

Choose a mode of transportation:
 bus, train, walking, biking, kayaking, roller skating
Roll a die to determine how long you will stay on that mode
 of transportation.
(Roll 2 then a 3, stay on for 23 minutes.
 3 & 6 = 36 minutes)

Stop.
Walk around.
Explore.
Sit, listen.
Observe.
Collect.
Really take notice.
What is different here?





Why have so many songbirds disappeared?

 13.





Bird and butterfly migrations show us the
inter-connected web of life we exist in.

14.





Yes, we are totally connected to nature. 15.





Be awestruck by birds’ ability to navigate,

taking advantage of the winds, the stars,

the good weather, working their way north.

 16.





exercise #3

Treasure Hunt

Find nesting places (but do not disturb):

 Where are they hidden? What are they made of?
 Are they different?
Shelter:

 Brush piles, thickets, woodpiles,
 eaves, ponds. Places out of the wind and
 bad weather, out of a predator’s grasp,
 where birds, bees and animals could take shelter.
Water:

 Creeks, shallow hollows, deeper areas
Food:

 What plants provide nectar, seeds, nuts, fruits,
 berries, foliage, pollen? What plants attract
 insects?





Could we go north, south or anywhere

using innate navigational skills? 17.





What are you in awe of? 18.





Seek stillness. 19.





Migration depends upon links - food, safe havens, 
quiet roost sites, clean water and a host of other 
resources, strung out in due measure and regular 
occurrence along routes that may cross thousands 
of miles.     Scott Weidensaul

 20.





Isn’t it amazing what a seed can grow? 21.





Inhale. 22.





exercise #4         Collections:

Different kinds of seedpods.

Variety of pine cones

Leaf shapes

Ice crystals

Flower colors

Branching patterns

Types of trees shrubs, grasses all in one place

Disturbances

Be a wonderer. What pupose do all these different sizes, shapes, 
colors have? What has happened in that disturbed place?





Nature is a lot better at inventing wonders than we are.
 Carl Sagan

 23.





What goes on in your mind when you are out in the quiet 
spaces of nature?

 24.





Settle into the rhythm of this idea:  create a rich, full 
supportive landscape.

 25.





Did you know: the Arctic Tern, which nests in the high 
northern latitudes and winters in the extreme south, enjoys a 
greater percentage of daylight of any other animal on earth, 
more daylight hours to feed. Scott Weidensaul

 26.





exercise #5

Describe your place.
How do you feel about it?
Why is it special to you?
How would you like it to be
in 5 years?





Sit with your eyes closed, soaking up the sun on your 
face.

 27.





Keep going, you are getting there. 28.





Be in search of the ordinary: a birdsong, an old tree, a 
dramatic dawn...

 29.





To fly, we have to have resistance. Maya Lin     30.





Big things

Brave things

Smart things

Aha moments

Wonderings

Curiosities

Ideas

Places discovered

What opened your heart, your mind?

What made you smile?

What happened along the way of your 30 
day adventure?





How and where did you
connect with the natural world?





My wish is that each of us finds our place, digs in and takes 
responsibility for a tiny bit of habitat, nurturing our connection 
to the spirit of nature.

Now that you have learned how to pay attention, let’s become 
agents of your change.

Together we will harness the power of the people to make a 
difference in our towns, in our time, to gather hopefulness and 
ideas to creat bee pathways and bird migration safe havens.

Just imagine every hell strip in your town planted to invite 
nature in.





Be bold. Be brave. Be daring. Be unusual. Just one step may 
begin a new journey.

Our goal is to create small intense pieces of habitat, just like 
puzzle pieces, joined in making a complete interconnected 
and interdependent landscape.





Inspiring resources:
Movies

The Messenger (Netflix)
Wangari Maathai
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQU7JOxkGvo
Forest Man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vPFFO-
3JC20

Books

Gaviotas Alan Weisman
Silent Spring Rachel Carson
The Web of Life Fritzof Capra

Podcasts

Sustainable World Radio

Want more goodies? Email me at:
birdobjects@gmail.com





You paid attention.

So now what?

“Discovering Home Base”

the art of habitat booklet #2

http://merrycox.com/habitatclub
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